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Felix H Wilkinson Alastair Sim Mr Nightingale Jack Warner
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Hue and Cry has become regarded as the first of the “Ealing comedy” we all now associate
with that phrase. However it’s opening month of February 1947 did not promise well…

Of the first showing of Hue and Cry, in February 1947, the famed Ealing scriptwriter T E B
Clarke wrote:

“The winter was exceptionally cruel – we were being rationed more severely than at
any time in the war. Hue and Cry was first shown during the grimmest week of a vile
February. There was virtually no heating at the press reception: the critics were
huddled in overcoats and the supply of drink was unavoidably limited. We couldn’t
believe it was possible for our little effort to relieve the general gloom.

Yet because our picture supplied what had become another rarity – laughter – it had so
joyous a welcome that it became an instant hit.”

The Ealing studio is today synonymous with comedies. However it is interesting to note that
although it began producing films in 1938, it was not to be until 1949, with the trio of Passport
to Pimlico, Whisky Galore and Kind Hearts and Coronets, that the style of comedy that became
a national treasure was set.

The director Charles Crichton was interviewed by Brian McFarlane for his book “An
Autobiography of British Cinema” which is one of tonight’s raffle prizes. In the interview he
says of the film:

“It certainly established me as a comedy director and I am still very proud of it. It was
fresh and original. This is how it all came about: one day the producer Henry Cornelius
(when you see ‘associate producer’ on an Ealing film, it means ‘producer’) said,
“Wouldn’t it be marvellous to see shots of hundreds of young kids charging through the
bombed ruins of London?” Tibby Clarke overheard the remark, took it up and invented
an impressive story, which would have its climax in these rushing hordes, which
Cornelius had imagined. Tibby, Cornelius and I worked closely together on the
screenplay.”

Although I trust the film will amuse you in its own right, it is interesting to note the conditions in
which the film was made and released. I am sure that some members will have personal
recollections of the hardships endured in that notoriously harsh winter of 1947 and of the
deprivations suffered in preceding years. This was reflected in the films made at the time, with
records showing that very few films were out and out comedies, although Ealing were



responsible for the Will Hay films. Hue and Cry broke away from that type of traditional film
comedy, which relied heavily on dialogue and slapstick.

Those members who enjoyed the images of a ”by-gone” London in the 40 minute short about
Covent Garden (“Every Day Except Christmas”) which accompanied Whales of August last
year, are likely to be entertained by the numerous scenes filmed on sites which suffered during
the bombing of London. Indeed this film again takes us to Covent Garden as Douglas
Slocombe, the cameraman, explained in an interview for the book “London on Film” by Colin
Sorensen, published by the Museum of London to mark 100 years of filmmaking in the capital:

“Even Hue and Cry has its fair share of false exteriors which were done in the studio,
based on the matching shots. Things like Covent Garden, which was at the time pretty
difficult to work in. It was very hard to match what was going on there, so Covent
Garden was built in the studio – even in a relatively small studio like Ealing.

Hue and Cry is an enchanting picture. T E B Clarke, ‘Tibby’, had a wonderful
imagination and came up with this story. Charles Crichton and I were very young at
that time and fairly green. Anyway on this one there was this kind of young innocence
of Charles and myself and Tibby. There was the excitement of going out into blitzed
London. The ruined buildings of London had been left almost untouched and we had
this wonderful playground, ourselves as well as the children. They had to clamber over
these incredible blitzed buildings, half-broken bridges, archways and so on.”

Of the cast, only the names Alastair Sims and Jack Warner are likely to be recognised by
many. One critic in reviewing Sims’ career identified his role in this film as the one that won
him the character stardom, which he retained until the end of his life. The name Jack Warner
will forever be associated with police roles, due initially to his role as the “copper” shot by Dirk
Bogarde in “The Blue Lamp” (an Ealing film from 1949), as well of course, as the long running
television programme “Dixon of Dock Green”. Tonight’s film predates those and gives him as a
rather different character.

Harry Fowler portrayed the leader of the boys. He was also interviewed for “An Autobiography
of British Cinema”, and described how he came to do it:

“By the end of 1944 I was nearly eighteen and, the war still being on, I was called up. I
went into the Air Force and at that time Tibby Clark was writing a script about a gang of
kids, with me in mind. The film industry at that time had a very good liaison with the
Board of Trade, so that I was temporarily released from the Air Force to make Hue and
Cry.

Part of its classic status is that it has actual film of London as it was in the immediate
post-war years, when the bomb sites were still evident. The climax takes place on a
bomb site adjacent to Cannon Street station, which today is a massive skyscraper.

Charles Crichton was a great technician as far as film directing was concerned, but
equally important was the producer, Henry Cornelius, who was outstanding with the
kids, taking their inhibitions out of them so they gave great performances. And Alastair
Sims must be one of the great film actors of all time. He had that underlying sinister
quality, but he was a kind lovely man at the same time.

I remember Jack Warner telling me: “Never turn down anything, because every time
you appear on that screen it’s an advert; to be a character actor at eighteen is worth
being; stars come and go but as character actor you’ll work until you’re ninety.”

I trust tonight’s film will send you into the festive season and New Year with a smile. See you in
2001.
Iain McGlashan CHAIRMAN


